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After recently attending the NHEDA July Training, I left with a refreshed outlook on dispatching. It’s 
easy to fall into the habit of complacency - a word the first presenter constantly stressed - and forget about 
what’s happening on the other side of the radio. This NHEDA training focused on the importance of over-
coming this mindset, initially reminding those attending that they are the connection to the world. This say-
ing not only encases the person on the other end of the phone, but also is directed toward the firefighters, 
police officers, and ems responding to the scene.  

The first presenter showcased a very important view-point; what the fire department wants to hear 
on the radio. He explained to those attending how important it is to relay critical information in a timely 
matter, with detail, authority, and to the point. These factors determine response time, help those on scene, 
and can even determine what kind of apparatus responds.  

The second presenter focused on special and large event planning, showing examples of event plan-
ning flaws and explaining the importance of specific variables. Special/large event planning is extremely im-
portant with big events like MC week in Laconia, but is also relevant to small town events such as Old Home 
Day- an event that my town hosts every year.  

Finally, the last presentation explained some of New Hampshire’s school safety resources. Ending 
with the same theme as the other presentations - preparation. In the career of law enforcement, you can 
never predict what is going to happen next - but you can prepare to try and make things go easier. From rou-
tine dispatching of fire calls, to large event planning, to even the worst-case scenario of a school shooting - 
preparation is key, and these presentations helped establish the steps toward starting it. As a new member 
of NHEDA, and a first-time attendee of a monthly training, I took a lot away from this training. However - one 
of the most important parts of NHEDA is the opportunity to network and create friendships with other New 
Hampshire dispatchers. These are some of the only times dispatchers from each side of the state get togeth-
er; giving them the chance to share new ideas for their center, laugh over things only someone who works in 
your field would find humor in, and create comradery among each other.   By: Shoshana Kleiner, Plaistow PD 

NHEDA Would Like to Thank All of  our Presenters for this Training! 
Retired Fire Chief Ken Erickson, Fire Chief Kirk Beattie, Michelle Clark—NHSEM,  

And Rockingham County SO Dispatch Supervisor Laurie Roy 

A FULL HOUSE IN GILFORD! 

http://www.nheda.org/


 

Helicopter Shopping  
What is “Helicopter Shopping”? 

 

 

By: Thomas K. Perron, BS  CFCA—Communications Supervisor 

The DHART Program 

 

 

           “Helicopter shopping” refers to the practice of an agency calling, after a request for a helicopter 
has been turned down because of inclement weather, other program or programs, without sharing 
with those operators the fact that the request had already been declined by a previous program for 
weather.  

   This is a topic that is mentioned quite frequently within the air medical industry in recent years.  
Twenty five years ago this simply was not an issue as there were not very many Helicopter EMS 
(HEMS) aircraft around.  Since then the industry has grown to include hundreds of air medical heli-
copters nationwide.  Today, if a program declines a request due to weather it is easy for the EMS 
agency or hospital to call another program and request them for the same transport.  

In 2007 the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) issued this statement. 

“Helicopter shopping: This practice can lead to an unsafe condition in which an operator initiates a 
flight that may have been declined if it had been aware of all the facts surrounding the assignment. 
For example, in July 2004, a medical helicopter collided with tress shortly after takeoff, killing the pi-
lot, flight nurse, flight paramedic, and patient. Three other ambulance operators had previously 
turned down this same flight, including one who attempted it but was forced to return due to fog. 
The pilot, during the accident, however, was not informed by emergency medical service dispatchers 
that other pilots had declined the flight due to weather conditions. According to NTSB, inadequate 
dispatch information contributed to the accident.” 
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Requesting multiple programs for the same transport is not necessarily creating a hazardous situation 
but can certainly contribute to it.  There certainly are situations in which one helicopter cannot re-
spond to a request but another could, safely.  The primary issue here is the poor communication and 
lack of information sharing between the requesting organization and the HEMS programs.     
        Communication is key.  We are very fortunate here in the North East in that, relatively speaking, the 
helicopter operators are quite non-competitive in comparison to the rest of the nation.  That doesn’t 
mean that we don’t want to transport as many patients as possible but safety is our primary concern.  
To that end there is an organization called NEAA, the North East Air Alliance.  Its members include 
Boston Med Flight, DHART, Life Flight of Maine, Hartford Life Star, U Mass Life Flight, Life Net NY, Sky 
Health, and UVM HealthNet.  NEAA is no more than a handshake agreement between these organiza-
tions to communicate amongst each other in the spirit of safety, learning, and cooperation.  The 
Comm. Centers of these organizations talk to each other nearly every day. 
   There is a set of guidelines known as the NEAA Operational Best Practices (OBP) that has been 
agreed upon and that is followed by the programs of NEAA.  One of those is the Operational Best 
Practices Weather Turn-Down Procedure.  That procedure states that after any weather turndown, 
that Comm Center will notify the nearest appropriate HEMS programs Comm Centers of the turn-
down, identifying who originally called and where the requestor asked to send an aircraft.  This is 
simply a notification and not an invitation to respond to a request that was just turned down for safe-
ty reasons.  The goal here, through communication, is to avoid the hazards of helicopter shopping 
and avoid delays in patient transport.  
    We recognize that no Hospital or First Responder agency intentionally puts their patient or the air 
medical team in jeopardy but there have been several catastrophic crashes that might have been 
avoided had the pilot making the weather decision to go or not received that one piece of critical in-
formation during the initial request.  Good, complete communications between requesting agencies 
and the air medical transport service provider is paramount to assuring as safe an outcome as possi-
ble for all involved.   
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The NHEDA Newsletter is produced monthly and  available free of charge electronically.  Go to www.nheda.org today for details on free mem-
bership and other benefits of belonging to NHEDA.  Any NHEDA  member can contribute to the newsletter.  Submit articles, photos, training 

announcements and your ideas for articles.  Send material to newsletter@nheda.org 

Jennifer Cloutier—Berlin PD; Cassie Leavitt—Hampton Fire; Keith Veale—Hillsborough County SO; Erin Hannafin—LRMFA; Austin Brown—New London PD;  
Nicholas Bridle—Derry Fire; Kassandra Lee—Seabrook Fire; Tiffany Pearce—Rochester Public Safety; Laura Bartlett—NH DHHS 
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Upcoming Meetings & Trainings 
 

Fourth-Quarter Training – September 17, 2019. To be held at the Keene Police Department.  
Registrations are now open. Training Topics: AT&T / FirstNet; NH Bureau of Emergency Communica-
tions (ENS Changes);  Statewide Fire Mobilization Plan Update;  NH Bureau of Emergency Communica-
tions (EMD Protocol updates); NHEDA Business Meeting will follow the training.  
 

Please do not wait to register for this FREE training event. Morning refreshments and break will be 
provided.  
 

Annual Supervisor’s Seminar – SAVE THE DATE! October 15, 2019 at the NH Fire Academy, Smokey 
Bear Blvd, Concord, NH.  Visit the NHEDA website for complete details.   
 

Can’t make a NHEDA Meeting & Training?  Make sure to join us on Facebook Live. 
VISIT:  WWW.NHEDA.ORG/EVENTS  for complete details and to RSVP for all of our upcoming activities!  

 

RSVPs ARE MANDATORY FOR ALL EVENTS 

To register or for more information visit: https://apco-atlantic.org/Conference 

http://www.nheda.org/
http://www.nheda.org/events

